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SKYSAILOR

IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCITION (TAHGA)
ISSN 0313-363X

Skysa110r appears twelve times a year and is .
provided as a service to members as part of their
. membershi p enti tl ement.
For non-members, the
subscription rates are $10.00 per annum. Cheques
should be made payable and sent to TAHGA.

Co-Edi tors for June:
Editorial Assistance:

Skysa11or
is
published
to create further
interest in the sport of hang gliding.
Its
primary purpose is to provide a ready means of
connunic ation between hang gliding enthusiasts in
Australia and in this way to advance the future
development of the sport and its methods and
safety.

TAHGA and the Edi t or do not endorse or take any
responsiblity for any of the products advertised
or mentioned editorially within these pages.
No
responsibility is accepted for any claims made by
advertisers.
Unless specifically explained,
performance fi gures quoted in advertisi ng shoul d
be taken as estimates only.
ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page:
Half Page:

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in TAHGA.
Copyright in articles is vested in each of the
authors in respect of her or hi s contri but ion.
for

contributions:

1st

of

the

Stewart Morgan, Steve Conley
Ian Jarman & Dennis White.

ADVERTISING

Contributions are welcomed. Anyone is invited to
contribute articles, photographs and illustrations
concerning hang gliding activities.
The Editor
reserves the right to edit contributions where
necessary.
TAHGA and the Edi tor do not assume
responsibility for the material ~r the opinions of
contributors presented in Skysailor.

Deadline

01 ga White & Marsha Leeman

$40.00
$25.00

Quarter Page:
Market Place:

$15.00
Free

An additional charge will be made for any typing,
typesetting or artwork which may be required.

Month

Advertisements from kite manufacturers must
indicate whether or not their kite meets the
US HGMA certification standards.
Kites for sale in Market Place must indicate a
suitable minimum hang rating.
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NEWS ... NEWS ... ··
The only news from HGFA/TAHGA this month i s
that the Annual Convention is rapidly approaching .
We are all busy arranging the agenda for a busy
weekend of work to plan for the coming year.
There will be a full report in the next issue.
IMPORTANT ADDRESSES
Send your change of address noti ce,
contributions to Skysailor, your queries
insurance, the pil ot handbook and. <!ny
national matters and ybur membership renewal

your
about
other
to:-

DENNIS PAGEN BOOKS

TAHGA
Box 4, Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY. N.S.W.

2006

Editor:

Secretary:

(02) 635-0160 (BH)
(02) 660-0374 (AH)

(02) 692-2872 (BH)
(042) 942-545 (AH)

* Hang Gliding and Flying Skills

* Flying Conditions: Micrometeorology
for Pilots
* Hang Gliding for Advanced Pilots
NOW AVAILABLE!
$7.00 each or 3 books for $20.00

For information about new memberships, ratings or
sites write to the appropriate State Association.
Tas. H.G.A.,
21 Lesl ie Street,
SOUTH
LAUNCESTON.
7250
~~~~~~~----~

Q.H.G.A.,
P.O. Box 212,
MORNINGSIDE. 4001

V.H.G.A.,
P.O . Box 400,
PRAHRAN.
3181

S.A.H.G.A.,
P.O. Box 163,
GOODWOOD.
5034

Send your money to:
The Secretary
NSWHGA
PO Box 121
SUTHERLAND NSW

2232

BE EARLY AVOID THE RUSH!

H.G.A.W.A. ,
P.O. Box 84,
DOUBLEVIEW.

6018

A.C. T.H.G.A. ,
P.O. Box 496,
MAtlUKA.
2603
N.S.W.H.G.A.,
P.O. Box 121,
SUTHERLAND.

2232

NEED A RATING:
CONTACT NSWHGA TRAINING OFFICER
Rob de Groot on 698 8584.
Rob will give you the names and telephone
numbers of the nearest Safety Officers.
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Newcastle Fliers Give M.S. Fight A Lift
A Report from
Hang glider pilots are an extremely lucky
group of people to be able to enjoy the rewards
offered to those able to master the skill of flying
such craft.
In this, the international year of
the disabled, let us consider for a moment the
plight of those less fortunate.
In particular,
the case of Carolyn Maxwell, a 37 year old Cessnock
woman who expressed a desire to fly a hang-glider.
Her problem is that she suffers from multiple
sclerosis, MS for short, a disease of the nervous
system which has rendered her unable to walk.
Having seen her story in the local paper, the
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club decided to help her
fulfil her wish.
Paul Mollison (the driving force
behind the club) volunteered to organise the exercise.
Many phone calls and a couple of trips to
Cessnock to discuss the project with Carolyn, saw
the details finalised.
Shane Duncan was to be the
pilot and the flight was to take place at Merewether.
All that was needed was a southerly of
sufficient strength.
The local media were told on the Monday, 6th
April, that the flight would happen the next day.
We then crossed our fingers in the hope that the
forecasted southerly would eventuate.
It did,

NEWCASTLE HANG-GLIDING CLUB
and at 12.30 the next day, a small group of media
people huddled against a biting 20 knot sou'
easter watching club members make final preparations for the flight.
Debbie Locke volunteered as
test passenger for Shane, making several flights
to adjust harnesses and check conditions.
At
1.00 p.m. Carolyn was helped into the harness. Was
she scared? No more than you or I on our first
flight.
It was something she really wanted to do
and fear was not going to stand in her way.
To the whirring and clicking of cameras,
Carolyn and Shane took to the air with a little
assistance from some of the club members.
The kite
slowly lost height on its trip out to the cliff face,
but once there, Shane very quickly caught the lift
and had them soaring about 100 feet above.
They
soared for a while, Carolyn laughing, counting the
ships at sea and obviously enjoying every minute of
the flight.
Then a quick trip back to the hill, a
wave and a smile for the media from Carolyn and
back to the ridge again.

,

To complete the flight, Shane flew them along
the coast to . land as gently as a feather on Dixon
Park beach.
Carolyn was ecstatic and, even after
several cups of coffee back at Mollo's, was still
bubbling with excitement.

J

SHANE DUNCAN and his passenger, Carolyn

"There's nothing to it" says super cool Shane Duncan.

Carolyn Maxwell is not so sure.

Conditions were not exactly ideal.
The wind
was strong, around 25 knots and full of bumps. Fortunately it continued to turn to the south east and
smoothed out, although it was to remain fairly
strong all day.
At one time, there were 13 kites
buzzing around which was a spectacular and stirring
sight for the enthusiasts and public alike.
Each
pilot was being sponsored for varying amounts
depending on the number of hours flown.
People
from the '·lS association were taking donations on
the ground as well.
The last kite landed just
before sunset after a fantastic if somewhat tiring
day's flying.
In all the club raised well over
$1,000 for the 1-1S association . A tremendous effort
for a small club.
To all those people who flew,
and those who organised sponsors and the like.
congratulations and many thanks on a job well done.

In conjunction with Carolyn's flight, it was
decided to stage a flyathon the Saturday following
the flight to raise money for the MS association.
God must have been smiling on us for on the Thursday
night, the second southerly within a week arrived Saturday morning
unheard of at this time of year.
dawned with a light south wester blowing, but it
was expected to turn south east fairly quickly.
Unfortunately it did not turn as soon as hoped.
The early birds, trying to rack up the hours, took
off as soon as the wind turned south, only to find
themselves at the bottom of the hill when the wind
swung back to the south west. About 11.00 a.m.,
the wind finally settled into the south and it was
into the air.
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FROM THE LEARNER'S
POINT OF VIEW

ACT
Hang gliding
Association

By George Smith, N.S.W.
I may eventually progress out of the naive,
. bl issfully ignorant state of a raw beginner then
find it difficult or uncomfortable to recall that
state, so it could be interesting to record my
impressions from this point of view.
When I first visited a local learner's site,
I was impressed by the way some advanced pilots
would introduce themselves and offer guidance to
the beginners. One pilot loaned TAHGA literature
to me and I could see that a lot of thought had gone
into the Hl, H2 etc. tasks so that a 1e~rner would
be encouraged to follow a safe and studled progressHowever when mentioning the temporary joinion.
ing fee, I think less emphasis on the temporary
part and the third party insurance angle, and more
emphasis on the legality aspects right from the
outset for a small fee would impress the tyro more
from his point of view, and he ,probably would not
be tempted to go it alone somewhere away from
officialdom to tryout his kite whilst awaiting
permanent membership arrangements.

A.C.T. Hang Sliding Association Inc.,
P.O. Box 496,
Manuka,' A.C.T. 2603.
(

-

.

A.C. T.H':G '.A. EXECUTIVE CHANGES
On the 5th February '81 the A.C;T. Hang Gliding
Association held its Annua l General Meeting. The
following are the names and addresses of the committee elected to represent the club throughout 1981.
Jeff Cotter

President

7 Shacke11 Place,
Wanniassa, 2903,
Phone 314794
Peter. Cu rs 1ey Secretary 'Fairlight Station', RMB 141,
Via Woden, A.C.T. 2606
Tim Webb
Treasurer 'Fairlight Station', RMB 141,
Via Woden, A.C.T. 2606
Phone 365123
Max Stohham
TAHGA Rep. 10 Hedley Place, Hackett,
2602, Phone 486870
John Hayman
Librarian 11 Tiernan Place, Kambah,
2903, Phone 316292
Bi 11 Koorneef Member
4 Sladen Place, Curtin,
2605, Phone 821486
Richard Dann Member
4 Ma1indi Place, Giralang, 2617, Phone 413050.

When watching 'the experts take off, it looked
quite casual and I was surprised to see them
climbing in the lift still gripping the downtubes,
and I hoped that I would get taught to hold the A
frame in a way that would allow me to progress
favourably to that style.
I notice quite a bit
of discussion on this subject in Skysailor recently.
One beginner, who turned up for his first
lesson when conditions were unsuitable, was content,
in fact, pleased to repeatedly dash along the sand
and practicing holding his kite as for take off.
Such behaviour might seem childishly ridiculous to
seasoned flyers, but he came back next week full
of enthusiasm and confidence and the required
muscles probably toughened somewhat, with some exI think ego and
perience of ground handling.
pride could take a back seat during the early
stages.

We invite any T.A.H.G.A. member who may be passing
There is
through Canberra to contact any of us.
no knowledge like local knowledge.
Peter J. Cursley,
Secretary.

After watching other learners and experienci ng faulty take offs myself', I thi nk it very important that, the wind and site conditions should be
close to ideal. The learner be reminded not to
expect to take off until he feels the lift via his
harness, because if the slope is at all steep there
is a tendency to push out and jump off the ground
without realising that the harness is still slack.
Also to stress on him to resist what to him is an
almost irrisistable temptation to deliberately
turn the kite, but instead to concentrate on keeping the wing tips level and corr~ct any tendency
of the kite to deviate off the wlnd.

A T TEN T ION
THE PHONE NUMBER OF ULTRA LIGHT FLIGHT SYSTEMS
PRINTED IN THE AD ON THE BACK COVER OF THE ~~Y
ISSUE WAS INCORRECT.
THE CORRECT NUMBER IS
02-5216365.
OUR APOLOGIES FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE
THIS MAY HAVE CAUSED TO ULTRA LIGHT AND THEIR
CUSTO~lERS .

I hope other learners will mention difficulties they have experienced and problems they may have
solved.
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NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GUDING ASSCX::IATION
P.O. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232.

Sports Administrative Courses
We are currently investigating the possibility
of some of our Executive Personel attending a Course
run by the Department of Sport and Recreation to
improve administrative skills etc. We hope that
this will result in the acquisition of skills which
will assist in the running of our Association.
Duke of Edinburgh Awards

State Championship Costs

We have suggested to the organisers of the
Duke of Edinburgh Awards that Hang Ratings of
2, 3 and 4 would approximate to their Bronze,
Silver and Gold Medallions, for those wishing to
select hang gliding for their Award.

The recent State Championships cost some
$2,083 to run, $970 of which was raised through
Entry Fees and proceeds of sales; the balance
being provided by the Association.
1982 State Champi onshi ps

Accounts

The feedback we have had from the recently
completed 1981 State Championships would indicate
that most people feel that Stanwell Park would
be a most suitable site for the 1982 Championships. However, we would welcome full discussion
on this and invite comments from any Members.

There is currently a credit balance of some
$3 ,000 in our Account and the Executive has
decided to place $2,500 of this with the N.S.W.
Permanent Building Society Ltd. at 11.0% p.a. on
30 day call.

INSTRUMENTS VARIOMETERS -- ALTIMETERS -- AIRSPEEDS -- BAROGRAPHS
We are the Australian agents for BALL VARIOMETERS and can supply a range of instruments
requirements at competitive prices. TRY THESE:MODEL 620H

- Well known to Austral ian flyers, vario incl udes buil t in audio.
Uses two internal 9v batteries.

MODEL 629

- The latest-vario/digital altimeter combination.
above or below take off point.

MODEL 631

- Same as 629 plus built in audio.

to

suit your

Altimeter reads

These and other models all with one year warranty and factory approved back up in Australia.
We can also supply:REPLOGLE Barographs, light weight, rugged and reliable, 30,000' range
•.• ALTIMETERS ••• AIRSPEED INDICATORS
PARACHUTES ••• COMPASSES ••• OXYGEN SYSTEMS •••
MECHANICAL VARIOS ••• ACCESSORIES
For further information write or call Tom Gilbert.

T. & J.. Sailplane Services
t

BOX 324, CAMDEN, N.S.W. 2570
PHONE (046) 66 7079 -
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A.H. (046) 57 1288

Gone

(AN

With The Whim
EPIC

FROM THE

DARK CONTINENT)

Visions of a tropical paradise filled my head
and swam before my eyes as our 747 descended into
the heavy humid air of Mauritius.
I'd dreamt of
coming this way many years ago ... surfing, following the hippy trail.
Tamarin Bay, dark alluring
ladies with French accents, Jeffreys Bay, Cape St.
Francis and the endless summer; but instead we
were on the whisky flying, a sponsored ticket and
a bag full of expectations and dreams to trade for
a chance at some real dollars and a handful of new
T shirts.

Meanwhile, Thevenot has drifted on to eventually land some 50 ks away in a game reserve somewhere
in Bophu
ttatswana and to subsequently have himself and party of black rescuers arrested and
transported (again without glider) to the Britts
lock-up.
Midnight came and went in that dark and
dusty night as we freed Gerard and risked our lives
searching for his glider in the shadows where unknown wild beasts stared out from the silent and
ominous bush .....

A steep bank to the left then level out and
thump, shudder and whine into the t~in Johannesburg
air of Jan Smuts airport.
Some qUlck phone calls
in the morning and our borrowed/hired kombi hesitantly overheats its way through Jo'burg to collect
Jeff Scott of California and Gerard Thevenot of
France and head for "The Dam" (site of the Masters),
for a warm up session. The freeway slips behind as
the suburbs give way to the open expanse of the
'highveld' and a building cumulus sky.

After making sure we had visited every bar and
disco in Jo'burg and exhausted every line, subtle
and otherwise (remember the Portuguese models
Steve?), we used our remaining free days by thrashing the kombi to the coast and Durban.
Like a
dark and sleezy Gold Coast we were greeted by
almond eyed Indian ladies and the sweet smell of
salt air (thought I'd do my Shaun Tomson impersonation as he was in Oz winning bucks on the professional surfing circuit ... which remainds me,
that the purpose of this meandering article was to
tell you of hang-gliding comps in S.A . . . . boring
eh? and besides the results were in last month's
Skysailor) ,

The take-off is dark and quiet under threatening cu-nims with a slight tail wind on the south
ramp, 1100 feet above the cab1eway station and
landing area below.
We launch from the north
side, a shallow slope of rocks, boulders, b~shes,
scorpions and power lines .. : (a good.H-2 slte,
methinks) into smooth dead alr and gllde to an
orchard below .
Three days of this and my frustration culminates in sitting at the bottom watching
Thevenot and Steve Gilmour disappear through the
inversion haze at about 13,000 ft A.S.L.

The distractions of Durban were finally left
behind as the need to trim my glider for the
competitions pressed heavily on my mind; and so
with tears in our eyes we searched out the sites
of One-gum and Raffles (actually Raffles isn't a
h.g. site at all, it's a private club/disco that we
managed to talk our way into after getting lost
looking for a site ... but that's another story).

The sun sets a crimson orb at the end of the
ridge ... (I wish I knew how.to work ~his ~loo~y
camera) ... as we wait, gettlng cold ln thlS hlgh
evening air .. , where the ..... did those guys go?
Its dark by the time a small car pulls to a stop
and a white, shaking and fear crazed Steve Stanwe11
jumps out babbling.
From his incoherent He1ensburg miner's slang we finally determine ~e ne~ds
40 Rand to pay his rescue crew (who are In.stltches
at his antics .,. it appears they strung hlm along
with rather exaggerated stories of what could have
happened to him) a native school teacher and family ... the only English speaking face amongst the
500 dark and questioning heads that crowded around
on landing.

"Shit, I'm never going cro§·s-country here
again" hysteria definitely taking hold "I thought
,
"
they were
gonna s tone me, then eat me.
. A ca r . an d
driver are found to follow his rather dublOUS dlrections into the heart of wildest Africa to retrieve
hi s brand new ~1ega II I from the ni ght.

One-Gum from the ·1aunch.
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Photo by Ian Jarman.

I

A Southern Californian league style task was
set, i.e. duration and 3 pylons (for soarable conditions) making a course of about 10 km, with target
at the Barberton Golf Club for tie breakers.

It was time to get serious, so we headed for
the bar to psyche out the opposition; Lopes from
Rio and Lorenzten the Brazil champ), World Champion
Guggenmos of West Germany, the crew from our kombi
as well as a host of hot South African pilots like
Tim James, Kenny Scott, Dave Mandel (S.A. champ)
an~ Aiden de Gersigny from Durban.
By the third round of one on ones we were
getting down to the nitty gritty.
Scott on the
Harrier went down in scratchy conditions but
zapped around the course when it became soarable
Thevenot got drilled just avoiding the sisal but
sorted out the X-ray in time to finish well;
Guggenmos seemed unbeatable in the light choppy
thermals and built up an impressive number of landing points finally going down to Jarman in a race
around the course.
Siebold was hanging in th€re
and Gilmour wouldnt give an inch to his opponents.

Scott (USA), Gilmore (Aust), and Thevenot (France)
waiting for the bar to open at Barberton.
One-gum proved to be extremely exciting and
consistently provided intense moments of weightlessness, disorientation, sail deflations and
other bowel stimulating manoeuvres to be topped off
by (according to local kite builder Gersigny) a
smooth on top landing.
I studied the landing area
from the air for quite a while, watching trees and
bushes being ripped out by obviously 'smooth' rotor
turbulence ... but, being the trusting chap that I
am, I took Aiden at his word and set up a conservative approach.
Three native gardens, one road,
a patch of thorny, burr infested bushes and a
demolished Air speed indicator later I came to rest
in a small cloud of dust ... looking back at my
path of destruction I was glad it was a smooth on
top landing.

James and Scott of South Africa were impressive in
their Mega Ill's but they also had lost two rounds.
This left the yellow Mega (Jarman) undefeated with
Gersigny on his latest machine flying in bare feet
as the only threat with one loss.
When last
drinks were called at the 19th Gersigny could
afford new shoes and I was left contemplating suicide with two lousy landing points breaking the tie
for first .

RICH RIPS-OFF 3 GRAND OF RAND

Leaving the coast behind our cosmopolitan and
motley crew {Thevenot (Fr), Scott (USA), Gilmour
(Aust), Siebold (Germany), and myself headed North
toward Barberton and the Transvaal Championships with a Sout~ African-Swaziland border patrol mistaking us for a band of Terrorist mercenaries ...
I guess we did look a bit desperate, with a load
of camouflaged rockets on the roof, Steve was
taking no chances an~ slowed to 140 kph as we
nervously waved to tne soldiers pointing machine guns
after us.
(I was plagued with nightmares for days
remember Roland the headless Thomson gunner).
Barberton is a sleepy little town nestled at
the base of an impressive range in the Eastern
Transvaal.
It is known for its ancient rock
formations, verdite, puritanical paranoia (church
and civic leaders advise parents to lock their
nubile daughters indoors for the duration of the
contest) and sisal.
The fields of Agave from
which the sisal fibre is taken stretch out beneath
launch like green and orderly landing areas ...
closer inspection reveal rows of tough waxy five
foot plants with long narrow leaves that taper to
a four inch steel hard needle point .... landing
out became extremely unpopular.

Southside ramp. Hartbeesport Dam in the background.
Photo by Ian Jarman.
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Thevenot's English lessons paid off and he took
third place with a stirring rendition of the Queensland flyers song, and Lorenzten fought back to find
fourth place left vacant by yours truly who was
found wandering somewhere near pylon one fending
off wild animals in a state of concussed shock;
Kenny Scott in his vegetarian green Mega III came
ina wholesome fifth by taking revenge on Gilmour
who shared the fifth spot with the Capetown tumbler,
Eric Cornhi11, who had started strongly but was
defeated by fellow Comet flyers Grigsby and Lorentzen.
The Guggenmonster of West Germany defrosted himself in time to take 8th place and the
$ for highest landing scores (eine ka1t und lange
winter, nicht war!).

Lexington, a U.S. cigarette cOl)lpany pumped
$26,000 into Hang Gli.ding's richest meet; the
Lexington S.A. Masters~ held at Hartbeespont Dam .
and attracted pver a dozen tap international and 35
SQuth African pilots to this 1,000 ft, 40 km ridge
about 50 minutes from downtown Johannesburg.
The conditions were variable, cyclic and often
marginal.
The larding area' was even more marginal.
Surrounded by power lines and the cab1eway station
on .two sides and low trees on the others it 1eft
either a down hill approach . .. sloping nicely '
toward the lower set of power lines, or a downwind
~proach ... landing scores proved to be extremely
important and extremely rare .

Ninth went to the Phantom Pylon Plunger from
Surry Hills who lost three straight rounds early
then fought back ,on1y to be knocked out (literally)
of fourth place by fellow Aussie Gilmour in the
f inal.
Tenth place was fi l led by South African
John Lewis who had accounted for both top seeds in
early round s .

. Seedings were based on previous contest
success and the recent Transvaal results, and determined the one on one match ups. in each win/Toss
group.
The first three days saw a lot of top seeded
pilots ' re1egated to well down the field , and a few
you.ng S.A. pi lots found themselves in . prettyheavy .
company ·with some· major upsets resu1tlng.
Borchers,
Lewis, Stubbs and Williams were holding their own
agq.inst the more experienced internationals. Early
failures were Gu~genmos and Jarman, as well as
·Gersigny who all had dropped at least two round s
out of six.

Once again the one on one system came up with
a valid result under varying and often difficult
conditions, and Lexingtons $10, 000 prize money ensured a fiercely competitive, i f not insanely 'go
for it' spiri t.
The North l aunch scored at least
four control bars in bad 1aun ches an d the pO'r'Jer
lines claimed two badly planned landing approaches .
One of which was unfortunately quite serious. The
dete rmination 'and unwillingness to admit defeat by
quite a few top pilots resulted in some remote and
inaccessible landings, broken gliders and a few
hasty retreats from the nearby game reserve.

A.jet lagged Grigsby of the U.S. drifted around
looking for diamond deals and Thevenot dragged
himself away from his demanding admirers long enough
to shakily scrape through sufficient rounds : Austra1~a's true gentleman of hang gliding, Steve
Gilmour, phased everyone early including the diamond dealer and Brazilian champion Lorentzen Pepe
Lopes, doing a Farrelly, brushed the sand off his
feet and put down his surfboard and ripped his way
into second place on the X-ray ... no wounded gull
this one.

Things get a bit blurred from there on:their faces all beg i n to look the same as we drank
our way through the winnings and the bars of
Johannesburg ..... when it came time to leave they
found me in Mombassa in a bar room drinking gin and
mumbling something about next year you bastards.
Oh yeah!
Grigs bought some nice rocks with
the big buck s and left to holiday in Rio . . . sniff!
Report fi 1ed by
Bill O. Shiff.

Second place getter--Pepe Lopes of Brazil with
. his X-ray glider. Photo by Ian Jarman.
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Cornell researchers are now applying the principles
of low-speed hang-glider aerodynamics in simulation
models of pterosaur flight.
The study supports the
theo~y that these inland pterosaurs may have been
:arrlon feeders, soaring high above the landscape
l~ search of the decaying remains of land-dwelling
dlnosaurs.
Michael P. Hamilton

What does hang gliding have to do with the
study of extinct dinosaurs? Very much according
to researchers at Cornell University.
Paleontologists have been intrigued by fossils
of pterosaurs, the flying dinosaurs, and how these
once-abundant creatures coul d have f.l ouri shed for
millions of years without ever flapping a wing.
Pterosaurs, unlike modern birds, were passive
gliders, incapable of powered, flapping flight.
Held aloft by constant, prevailing winds, pterosaurs
were assumed to restrict their flights to cliffs
bordering the ancient seacoasts.

From OMNI, May 1981.
EDITOR s NOTE:
I

Someone should inform OMNI that they are using
paleo-information when describing the capabilities
of modern hang gl i ders . .The fl ex wi ng records
are listed below.
The official World Records for flex ~Iings are
1is ted be low:

Recent excavations in east Texas, however, have
uncovered the fossil ized remains of a new 'species
of pterosaur, in deposits more than 400 kilometers
from the nearest prehistoric sea.
This giant
pterosaur possessed a wing span of 16 meters and
was apparently capable of flight over dry land.

Straight line distance:

178 kms

Held by George Worthington, USA
Set at Cerro Gordo, California in July 1980.

Structurally, hang gliders resemble pterosaursa thin layer of skin and connective tissue stretched
taut over long, hollow finger bones being analogous
to Dacron fabric, steel cables, and aliminium tubHang gliders have reached altitudes of 5,000
ing.
meters and traveled distances of up to 60 kilometers.

Altitude Gain record:

3700 meters

Held by Jeff Scott, USA
Set at Cerro Gordon, Calif. in August 1980 .

Be it a brand new Moyes Mega III
or a second hand trainer, if you
buy from us you not only get the
best deal but the best service.
All our gliders are guaranteed
to be test flown, inspected and
tuned for you by Australian
team members Ian Jarman and Rob
de Groot.
.

499 Crown St., SURRY HILLS 2010
PHONE: 6988584
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New Ratings
Hang 1
33596 John Muehlebach
33583 David Wilson
33560 Peter Ridder
33557 Earl Mahle
33555 Denis House
33538 Alistair Hodges
33497 John Amor
33464 Kim Bensley
Hang 2
33567 John Hooton
33562 Phillip Watson
33546 Rory McDonnell
33526 Nik Guselev
33500 Terry Rhodes
33438 John . t1urby

V.H.G.A. NHIS AND VIEWS
Flypaper Reminder
Please stop sending enqulrles asking why you
are not receiving Flypaper!
Flypaper is not
cu-rently being produced.
You are getting all the
news you would have got in Flypaper right ~ere in
the national magazine.
And you can read lt, too.
(In comparison with the poor copy the VHGA duplicator turns out.)

Hang 3
33460 Neil Park
33456 Ross Cowdell
33289 Peter Wright
Hang 4
33268
33277
33397
33509

Voting Forms ... Voting Forms ... Voting Forms!
So where are they?
If you haven't voted yet
.. fool
You will be getting a little reminder in
the post soon too.
Remember, the constitution
can't be changed unless we get a 75% affirmation.
Please, please (please) send those voting forms in.

Scott Tucker
Randal Wauah
Adriaan Mulder
Charles Andrews

Hang 5
32547 Wesley Hill

Wanted

Accident Reports

Skydarts, Super 2s and good, easy to maintain
learner/intermediate gliders (cambered keels are a
pain in the XXX X if you bend them):
The VHGA.
would like to hear from anyone ownlng these gllders
and wanting to sell them.
Write to VHGA (p/o
Box 400 Prahran) or call a member of the committee . .

There are several reports outstanding.
Anyone, repeat, anyone who saw or can name the person
involved in an accident around Christmas at
Eumeralla is urged to give Dave Harding a ring on
(03) 6996128.
There was also an accident with a
VK at Cowrie Bay for which no report has been
received.

VHGA Equipment
If you have a piece of VHGA competition equipment that you forgot to bring back (stopwatches,
etc. etc . . flags, pylons adnauseum) please contact
Box 400 or call John McCarthy.
We'd like to catalog and centralize it.

The committee expressed concern at the last
meeting that there seem to have been a spate of
accidents involving people totally unknown to us.
These are learners just out of training school or
novice pilots who have never attended Southern
Hang Gliding Club meetings etc .. and have gone
their own merry way. To those pilots: there's no
sense re-inventing the wheel fellas.
Drop into a
meeting some time.
You'll find most of us approaYou can do rating tests and maybe get
chable.
some practical advice.
You may even find a few
people at the same stage as yourself to go flying
with.

Competition Bid
In view of the fact that everyone considered
the Nationals a huge success this year and that
NSWHGA will probably be taking on TAHGA again, the
VHGA has put a motion to the National Convention
that we hold them again in 1982.
Wes Hill is
willing to do the preliminary organisation and will
hand it over to a paid administrator/comp director
for the contest itself as we did in '81.

VHGA Contacts:
President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Safety Director:
'your editor' :

VHGA Vocaphone
The Vocaphone will be installed on 258148 till
the end of June.
It will then probably be on
6903501.
Check with the vocaphone itself to find
out when and where it will be next installed.
Remember, the vocaphone will record your enquiries
as well as give you the forecast and Pt. Lonsdale
wind details.
If you contact it the day before
we can set it up to broadcast your message (need a
ride etc.).

John
Greg
Pete
Dave
John

McCarthy
Withers
Lissenberg
Harding
Reynoldson

Address all correspondence to: P.O. Box 400,
Prahran, 3181, and don't forget a stamped addressed
envelope with yourrating form.
Best of Lift!
John R.
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AGENT FOR THE NEW
SKYLAND "ORION"180 &160
AGENT FOR PARACHUTES AUSlpTY.,LTD.
- PARACHUTES· FL'{ING SUITS

* HANG
'*
*

-

HARNESSES· SUSPE.NSION LOOPS

-

KJTE BAGS (FULL LEI\IGTH ZIPS)

-

VARIOS aALTIMETERS

-

HELMETS Ci.o "A.G.V. ;AJNTREE

-

CARABINAS'WIND GAUGES ETC..,ETC.

GLIDING TUITION

(ALLE.QUIPMENTSUPPUE.o)

REPAIRS 4 MODIFICATIONS TO ALL KJTES

5PARE PART5 (T\JSES,

IwAN T ED:

RIGGING , AiRC.RAFT NUTS, BOLTS

EtC.)

USED K\TES5I<YDARTS, IBIS's, SUPER m

GOOD

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK.
Q-30-1;t30 iMOST AFTEP.NOONS

13 YANN ST, \r~~¥~~~A.
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Phone :

44 5557

High Flying At low latitudes
New Caledonia is also known as "The Rock",
the "Isle of Light", the Nickel Reef", the
"Jewel of the Pacific Ocean" and the national
emblem is the Cagou, a local bird that does not
fly! (Kiwi pilots will appreciate our frustration).
The other flying fauna you will get to meet if
your hang gliding travels take you to the island
include : one sign painter, four stewards - -the
Untouchable Moyes Boyes, a meteorologist, two
genuine Caldochies (a local equivalent for Aussies
or Kiwis), a Tahitian pannel beater inventor of
more of less identifiable flying objects (he
recently constructed a boat towed gyrocopter), a
and a mi crocosmi st from r~auri ti us who does scenes
of the island and the lagoon from coloured sands
in a glass jar.

The Rock
A mountain range 400 kms long and 50 kms wide
in the Pacific Ocean like a giant cigar, 17,000 kms
from Paris, 16,000 from Los Angeles, 5,000 kms from
Tahiti, 1,700 kms from Auckland and 1,500 kms from
the Australian coast, coloured by the red nickel
rich laterites and the bluish shades of the dense
tropical vegetation.
The main range climbs to
4,800 feet and divides the island into t wo different
worlds : the east coast, humid and green with its
palm trees, and its coral beaches and a more important melanesian ~opulation contrasts with the flat
hot and dry cattle stations of the west coast.
From north to south a series of mountains offer
their slopes to the H.G. pilot.
The access is not
always easy; fortunately, the mining industry has
left many rugged dirt roads.
Being situated just
above the Tropic of Capricorn, New Calendonia is
hot and humid in summer, and cooler in winter. The
mean sea temperature varies between 21 and 28°
Celsius.
The Trade Winds are predominating; they
are smooth and blow from 5 to 25 knots according to
the day and the hour; they come from the S.E. Dur~
ing the austral summer, the island is influenced by
a pattern of high and low pressure systems that can
bring different types of weather, from absolute
stable air to cyclone.
Take your pick!
Under the
tropical sun, the thermal activity is strong all
year round.
On the S.W. coast, sheltered by the harbor,
Noumea spreads its old colonial houses, its colourful parks and also its ugly concrete, steel and glass
Around the town, half a dozen beaches
buildings.
offer endless fun to water sports fans; swimming,
skin or scuba diving, sailing, windsurfing, waterskiing (sorry, no surf). The Club Med regularly
litters one of these beaches with almost naked
shapely bodies shining with suntan oil.
Yet
another kind of sport ...

The Flying Fox of the Lagoon
A splendid house overlooking the ocean is the
house of our secretary and also the official postal
address of the A.V.L.N.C. (Association de Vol libre
de Nouvelle Caledonie) , alias "La Roussette du Lagon"
the flying fox of the Lagoon, a mammal that does
'
fly ... by night!

The need for an organised club soon became
evident to settle possible conflicts with the
Civil Aviation and other councils, to obtain permission to use the sites, to make contact with the
French Hang Gliding Federation, and so on ; •. The
club was formed two years ago.
With mock-titles,
a near-enough organisation and memorable meetings
at the local bistro it managed to survive.

From Dzumac the Terrible. Noumea is in the Background. The Dumbea river is in the foreground.
Michel was just hitting a big one.
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Gontrand, our meteorology specialist, has a
few buddies in the civil aviation; the Mayor is
in favour of the sport; the club secretary becomes
a scrub clearer for sites; the stewards call
themselves instructors; Stephane, our personal
reporter, fills the local rag with the usual promotional crap; the showing of Bill Moyes movies
helps keep the club afloat.
Our little pebble in the ocean is soon noticed
by overseas hang glider pilots and we are off to a
"flying start" with the visit of Bill, Steve and
Molly Moyes.
They spent 10 days in Noumea on the
last leg of their world trip 1979.
We see the
first towed flights on the beaches of the town.
Steve discovers great potential for cross country
flying as he covers 36 kms on a Maxi S.P . - Rick
Poynter and his Lancer fly over the Mont Dore and
Hans Gygax, the Swiss Lancer boy (now of Vampire
fame), follows in his footsteps a few months later.
They all leave very impressed. The island has
enormous potential that only needs to be tried out.
From towing on the sand beaches to endless ridgesoaring and long distance XC, everything is possible!
But let's start with the sites currently
used.

The sites
Learner's slope: In Paita, 30 km away from
Noumea, a height of 120 ft with a gentle slope,
surrounded by guava trees each more comfortable
than the next.
Intermediate: Still in Paita, the "cemetery
hill", very conveni ently situated incase of a
fatal crash - Spot landing in the centre of the
soccer field, please.

Noumea: The Oven Toro, 350 ft, 5 min drive
from the heart of town, looking over the Club Med
(don't let it distract your flying!).
Steep takeoff facing the trade winds: A brick shit house
would probably soar it.
You can see the town
behind you.
Landing is done on the dead coral
at low-tide and in knee deep water at high tide
(until a top landing site is cleared).
E

Martin's: Back near Paita; you will have to
go with Allan, Gontrand, Stephane or Marcel, as
only they can obtain the key to this farm, which
si really too bad for it's 4 kms in length and
height of 1,000 ft facing the sea, with wind from
N.W. to S.W. makes it a first class site. Landing
among cows and golden tops with lots of room to
spare.
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Dumbea: Halfway between Noumea and Paita,
nicknamed by Steve "Dzumac the Terrible". Takeoff
is half way up the 2,000 ft high slope.
It pro ~
duces a very strong thermal activity in the afternoon, and was the starting point of Steve's XC
flight.
Plenty of landing space if you don't
hook a thermal, but flying conditjons demand an
experienced pilot.
Michel will brief you if you
are planning a tree lan9ing.
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Actually, choppers lifts is a possibility that
we have somewhat neglected for lack of thinking
about it and organising it, but not for lack of
choppers!
Several "small miners" (so called as in
opposition to the big mining companies, but still
very wealthy all the same) have their private helicopters and are quite willing to have fun air
lifting those weirdoes who can't even open the
throttle if the going gets tight!

Tontouta: 30 kms further.
One hour walk on
deserted mines!
Don't forget to notify the nearby
international airport unless you think you can
match a 747.
The steep take off is tricky, but
the thermals are good.
Mont Dore: Just south of Noumea, 4 kms in
diameter and 2,300 ft high.
It's an impressive
mountain with strong thermal activity.
The takeoff on the eastern slope requires a 4 WD.
You
fly above abandoned Nickel mines.
Top landing is
possible - on the western slope, the take off is 30
minutes walk away.
The ridge, nearly vertical, is
kind of 140H!!

How much is there left to be discovered? All
the rest!
400 kms of ranges!
It will take a
long while before anybody can say "Flying in N.C.,
it's always the same! ... "

Yate: Don't miss it if you are lucky enough
to get a wind from N.E.-E.
Race down to the end
of the island (1 45). Take off from the television transmitter road.
You are 1,700 ft AGL.
On
the right you have 18 km of range with one small
gap .
The altitude varies between 600 to 1,500 ft
depending on the path you take.
Below, you have
a coastal plain 7 km wide, inhabited by tribes of
Melanesians.
Then the blue lagoon, just beautiful ...
On the left, the same as on your right
for 12 km if you can make ~t over the first big
gap.

Where can you

fi~d

them?

The sites - on a good map.
As for the pilots:
Gontrand Vilas at the civil aviation, in the
weather bureau of the Tontouta International Airport. Michel Masson, Paul Benveniste, Stephane
Ma1bos at UTA office, in the commercial flying new
dept.
Allan Lape1erie in the phone book in
Noumea.
As for the rest, I don't have a memory for
names or addresses, the above mentioned will direct you.
And now
Safe and happy flying!
Stephane ~Ia 1bos
Alain Lape1erie

Kone: De luxe flight: twice the organisers
of the Kone Rodeo have invited us to give a demonstration of H.G.
Four of us the first time, 6
the second time, were air lifted to take off by
helicopters up to 1,800 ft (the summit of the
mountain is at 2,700 ft).
vIe struck some sort
of convergence which kept us above 2,400 ft, 1 km
away from the ridge no matter what we tried to
lose altitude.
Maximum height was 4,000 ft of
smooth regular lift.
Unfortunately a tight
schedule prevented us from following this convergence in XC.

skysoQrlng industries
PO Box103

Thirroul 2515

RETAILERS AND DISTRIBUTERS OF :
VARIOMETERS .... .... . ... .. ... .. . .. ... .... $170.00
Hummingbird D. Varios
ALTIMETERS . . ..... . ........ . . .. . . . . ..... . $115 .00
Thommen 2000-26 altimeters
Wrist strap ........... . .......•. . ..... $7 .00
WIND METERS . .. .. .. . .... .. ..... . . . ....... $30.00
HALL windmeters with brackets

b

PARACH UTES . .. ... . . . .. ... . .. .. .. .. . ...... $380.00
Advanced Air Sports,
20 1(ev1ar lines,
20 ft. canopy, 1 oz . cloth,
Weighs 4 1bs . and is super compact

phone Steve Kennard

(01.2) 671791.

Flying at Martin's.
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TERMINOLOGY

by

VEE DHUB

In the process of learning, Humans associated
with Hang gliding have added a rich vocabulary to
their language.
Unfortunately, many don't know the
meaning of some of the words nor where to find or
put them in a sentence.
I have picked some of the
more used words and attempted to portray their true
meanings.:
A Frame

Avant Garde House.
Generally found
in outer suburbs or small country
farms .
Small pockets of air found in many
Bubbles
drinks.
Sometimes used in bathing,
hence the term "Bubble Bath".
B1 ue Therma 1 See' Therma 1 ' .
B1 ue i ndi ca tes
thermal with a gimmick .
Cloud Base
Area from which clouds originate .
Generally hidden over horizon.
Convergence
Attraction or meeting of members of
the opposite sex.
Past tense - we
converged on each other .
Front
A cover for illegal activity. Used
in the term "Putting on a ' Front
Inversion
To invert - to turn upside down.
Used by pilots to describe c0nditions
in the air or as an excuse.
One on One
Generally used in competitions held
in hou ses of ill repute.
Ridge Lift
A favorite ploy used by pickpockets
and bag snatchers .
Slang is used in
I "Lifted" it.
Stall
A manner used to keep creditors at
bay.
Sink
A boating term borrowed to provide
an excuse for some pilots.
Thermal
Supposedly a mass of warm rising air.
Actually the existence of thermals
are in doubt as no one has seen one .
A religion or cult known as
"Therma11ing" exists among certain
f1yi ng groups.
Top Land
Refers to good land found near the
coast.
The sort of place normally
purchased with an A Frame on it .
Wind
Mass of stale air .
Sometimes
accompanied by smell.
~lore often
found amongst children or babies.
Wingover
Type of drink.
Ingredients are:
2 nips Vodka, 1 nip Whiskey.
1/2 cup fresh orange juice.
Shake
well then add crushed ice.
Over all
pour 1 nip gin and 1 nip rum. Stir
Qently and suck through a straw.
1000 up
Refers to co st of new kite .
2000 up
Bu11shit .
500 down
· Has no place in this vocabulary as it
actually refers to the Stock Exchange
report.
360
A move requiring great precision in
timing.
Generally found on the
dance f1 oor.

Scared?

III •

You should be ...
if your chute fabric
- like Ugly's sheet is not certified!
It could let you down
when you least expect it.
We only use certified
FIll material in our
back-up chutes.
Ask for our test certificate.
(Ugly just didn't think
it mattered!)

BACK-UP CHUTE
complete... $320

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA rn:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555
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Monday heralded the end of the hols.
No flying, but we checked out a mud brick house near
Airey's Inlet.
I was a little doubtful about a 2
storey mud brick house but I've changed my mind.
It is really good - and cheap to build.
Anyone
down that way should take a look.

HGAWA

Then home to the Melbourne smog and traffic.
Already I'm looking forward to the next long weekend .....
Paul

HANG GLIDERS ASSOCIATION OF
EASTER, A LA WEST COAST

by Paul Tanner

~JESTERN

AUSTRALIA (INC.)

The appointed Executive Committee for 1981/82 for
the Hang Gliders Association of Western Australia
Inc. is as follows:

Well, folks - the Easter fly-in wasn't the
greatest air-time-wise thanks to rather poor flying
weather.
But we managed to enjoy ourselves and
even discovered a few things we might have missed
had the weather been on the whole time.

PETER HOWLETT . President

18 Watson Place
ands, 6051
Ph. 2721657
Vice-President 31 Pr incess Rd.
& RAHGA Rep .
Doubleview, 6018
Ph. 4461303
Secretary
4/22 Ryri eAve
Como, 6152
Ph. 3675631
Treasurer
4 Arcadia Place
Shoalwater, 6169
Ph. 095-272682
Safety
42 Norfolk St
Director
South Perth, 6151
Ph. 3672926
Training Co29 Grt. Eastern Hwy
Ordinator
Sth. Guildford 6055
Ph. 2779841
Librarian
98 Crawford St
Cannington, 6107
Ph. 4514494
Editor
41 Clydesdale St
Como, 6152
Ph. 4503596
27 Princess Rd
Doubleview, 6018
Ph. 4461378
160 Knutsford Ave
Rivervale, 6103
Ph. 2779174
~layl

RUSSELL HOUSE

The weather was kinder to Gavin Hill and Chris
in their van than to those of us in pup tents.
Chris is a Uni. student who i s doing a thesis on
hang gliding (and us too, maybe!).
He hoped to
see us fly but nothing happened till Sunday. By
then he'd already left.

JENNY SHARPLES
RAY CHATFIELD

I went to the coast with Mark Stafford and
Linda.
We met John McCarthy and Rose at Urquharts
Bluff.
The Bluff is central to most of the sites.
If you can hack cold showers it's great - 'cause
it's free just as long as you pack up the tent by
morning.
The local Gendarme used his loudspeaker
to tell all tents to pack up on Monday morning.

KEVIN WALKER
LINDSAY HALL

Friday looked grim.
Definitely over the back
and to match the mood only two or three pilots from
Geelong and a couple from Melbourne (sorry fellas forgot your names) turned up at the Post Office.
As · an alternative to flying, 'lIe all went to Angshook National Park.
It's really nice and well
worth the visit for a barbecue and walk.

GEOFF CARRIGG
GREG MOLONEY
~1ARK

FACIUS

Saturday's weather was just as bad, so we
checked out the "Brothers" grass skiing just past
Lorne.
There were thrills, spills and sore feet
~ple~ty.
The proprietor said we could have a dip
ln hlS small dam and use his canoe . The water was
cold and it took some time befo r e Mark the Br ave
ventured in.

MARK BROOKES

A meal and band at Anglesea rounded off a
great day.
That night the cards emerged.
Some
players bombed out badly.

The current list of Safety Officers for 1981/82 for
the Hang Gliders Association of Western Australia
Inc. is as follows :
KEVIN WALKER

Sunday looked good so we went to Spion Kop

where shortly Gavin, John and myself were ai r bo rne
and Skinner, John's German shepherd enjoyed hi mself
by barking himself hoa rs e at the kites overhead.

PETER HOWLETT~
RUSSELL HOUSE

The weather changed quickly (and l ate r Gavi n
and myself saw the southerly fight a losing battle
against a northerly).
John had a good flight with
no hassles in his ri gid, but the Geelong boys who
rolled up.didn't take off as it wa s a l i t t l e strong
and the alr had a f ew st range hol es i n i t .

RAY CHATFIELD
LINDSAY HALL
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42 Norfolk St. Sth.Perth, 6151
Ph. 3672926
18 Watson Pl . , Maylands, 6051
Ph. 2721657
31 Princess Rd . , Doubleview, 6018
Ph. 4461303
4 Arcadia Pl., Shoalwater, 6169
Ph . 095-272682
29 Gt . Eastern Hwy, Guildford Sth.
~055, Ph. 2779841

MARK FACIUS
GEOFF CARRIGG
GREG MOLONEY
~1ARK

BROOKES

BARRIE DRAKE
BIM LILLIG
VIV SCOTFORD
MIKE SABIN*
GREG SCOTT*

They took both kites oft Bruce's car and headed up
the hill.
Nervous jokes were now becoming more
apparent between the laboured breathing as the not
so fit tri 0 made thei r way to the top.

27 Princess Rd, Doubleview, 6018
Ph. 4461378
98 Crawford St, Cannington, 6107
Ph. 4514494
41 Clydesdale St, Como, 6152
Ph. 4503596
160 Knutsford Ave, Rivervale, 6103
Ph. 2779174
64 Forrest Rd, Hamiltonhill, 6163
Ph. 3379618
33 Pace Rd, Medina, 6167
Ph . 4192675

Bruce showed them how to set up the flapping
pieces of cloth and when everything was ready, he
showed them how to do a final check. By this time
James and company were positively nervous and each
was hopi ng Bruce woul d sel ect the other to be
first off.
James was on his second packet of smokes when the
drone that was Bruce's voice suddenly stopped with
"We'll start with James". As his legs turned to
je-lly, his companions were all smiles and jokes.
They were off the first hook.

87 Welwyn Ave, Salters Point, 6151
80 Gradient Way, Beldon, 6025
26 ~lonkhouse Way, Hillarys, 6025
Ph. 4013090

N.B. +Warnbro
*Mullaloo, Quinns

"Bruce showed me how to put on the harness and
helmet. My fingers were so wobbly that he had to
buckle the helmet for me.
As I was cl ipped in,
Bruce was saying something but I could not
comprehend. I was just looking at the field below
and thinking what a hel I of a long way to fall.

& Byrnes Beaches.

My companions held the side wires whilst Bruce had
a hold of the nose.
This, at least, kept me
steady and I managed a smile.
Bruce droned on - what was he saying - 0 Christ my companions had let go and now only Bruce held
me.
The kite started moving sideways but I
couldn't hold it. Bruce steadied the kite and I
fe I t the harness go ti ght as it tri ed to 1 i ft me.
"Oh God - don't let go - I am not ready."
"Run!" says Bruce. My eyes are blurred, my heart
is despara te I y tryi ng to get out ot my arse, and
my stomach is fi ghti ng a monster, b.ut I start
runni ng.
Suddenly, Bruce di sappears and my 1egs
are pumping air - I'm oft.
Everything comes good.
The beast is tamed my
heart is back in its proper place and I can' see
Clear as a bell. The ground is dropping way, way,
away, and I am a bird.
Apart from a Slight
whisper there is no sound as I glide on. I am an
eag I e on the updrafts, a vulture 1ooki ng for a
feed from 10,000 ft.
The field, though it's
getting closer, is still a long way off.

LeQrner
Driving for the last forty minutes had allowed
James to comtemplate what he was about to do.
Ever since he had first seen Man fly he had wanted
to try the thrill for himself.
Now was his
chance, as together with two others like himsel f,
he was off to the training hill. The Instructor
had sai d he woul d meet them there so they had
piled into James' truck and were on their way.

I hear a voice but I can't make out what it's
saying. Perhaps God is talking to me? The voice
again, I must concentrate.
"Watch the tree!". 1 ponder thi s cryptic message
from God. Bang - shit - l've hit something.
I
come to an abrupt halt with my feet still dangling
in the air.

The hill was a rounded knoll of about 200' with a
huge fleld of grass in front. It was known as an
ideal learning place as one could take otf in
three wind directions and the slope was' such, that
one was never more than 40' above the ground. The
average f1 i ght time was 20 seconds, whi ch as you
got better, could be increased by a further 20
seconds. Once you reached that level it was time
to try the more advanced slopes and get into
soaring.

Bruce and the boys he I ped me out of the tree and
we got the kite out with very little damage. A rip
in the sail which shouldn't take much to repair.
I managed to get caught in the only tree for a
mile around.
My bri ef glimpse ~f how an eag I e feels is enough
to set me on the course.
Perhaps in time I
might even learn to land on a branch' and take ~ff
again".

As they reached the fi e 1d, the truck was qui et as
each person pondered their innermost thoughts and
fears.
The Instructor, Bruce, ~ame up and sai d
he I 10. The condi ti ons were perfect wi th a smooth
lZ knot Norther Iy Whi ch meant they woul d be usi ng
the centra I part of the' kno II.

VEE DHUB
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LAPSE RATE AND ITS EFFECT
ON ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY
by Warren Hall (N.A.S.S.A., Qld.)
Tne earth's atmosphere is heatedmainly from
below" by the sun's heat irradiated from the earth's
surface.
In consequence, temperature normally
falls with increasing distance from the earth's
surface (altitude).
This is one reason why air at
a mountain top take-off is cooler than at the landing some distance below.
In layman's terms, this
fall of temperature is termed the "lapse rate"

indicating a decline of temperature with an increase
of altitude (try this yourself with a value of say,
2) .

Now is an appropriate time to introduce a familiar term to most of us; the "adiabatic lapse '
rate", and in the distus~ion hereunder, we will see
that this is the criterion for atmospheric stability.

It can be shown (though here is not the appropriate' place) that the rate of change of temperature
with altitude, termed the "Temperature lapse rate"
is given by the following equation;
~)

-dT
dz
where

For an adiabatic atmosphere, n=1.4 (a "magic"
constant called the adiabatic exponent for air,
whose derivation is beyond the scope of this article)
(see graph #1).
Using this value of n, it is readily shown that the adiabatic lapse rate is therefore
-dT -0.0098° elm.

nR

dz

(Note: "Adiabatic" refers to pressure volume changes in a gas (air in our case) under conditions of
thermal isolation, i.e. no (read: very little in our
case) heat is transferred in an adiabatic process.)

-dT = the rate of change of temperature with
dz altitude
g the acceleration due to gravity
9.8 (m/s)
n = the polytropic exponent and varies
with atmospheric conditions (see
graph #1)
R engineering gas constant
= 286.8 (J/kg K)

Now consider an adiabatic atmosphere where a
mass of air (e . g. a thermal bubble) is moved from
one ,altitude to another.
If the bubble moves upward, it will expand almost without the acceptance
or rejection of heat (adiabatically), because of
air's poor heat conduction. Accordingly, at its
new altitude it will have the same density as the
surrounding air and therefore possesses no tendency
to move (up or down) from its new position. The
adiabatic atmosphere is thus in a state of neutral
equilibrium and is inherently stable (see Fig.l).

This may confuse the uninitiated, but its importance will become apparent with further reading read on!
Usually, in the lower portion of the earth's
atmosphere (troposphere), n~l and therefore -dT = 0,
dz
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If the process occurs on a day when the lapse
rate is greater than the adiabatic lapse rate (i.e.
n 1.4), the bubble expansion will tend to be adiabatic, but at a higher altitude, the density of the
bubble will be smaller than that of its surroundings, because the temperature of the air within the
bubble is relatively much higher than the surrounding air (see Fig. 2).
Such an atmosphere is inherently unstable and we observe that this will
happen whenever the temperature lapse rate is
greater than the adiabatic lapse rate.

A most upsetting condition occurs when the
temperature lapse rate is less than the adiabatic
lapse rate and air mass displacements have corresponding density changes which tend to restore them
to their original positions, giving an even higher
atmospheric stability.
In fact, when the lapse
rate is negative (n 1), temperature actually increases with increasing altitude and inversion
occurs, giving the characteristic "no wind" conditions on cold nights (or long weekends!) (see Fig. 3).

PRESSURE
~:u.GfteAS'''6 At:rrrUOE.--

In summary, good flying with cross country
potential is to be had on days with high lapse rates
and good practise with still/nill wind takeoffs and
landings are to be gained when the lapse rate is
negative!

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, ms.12071 Chevallum Road.
Palmwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185
A PROFESSIONAL HANG GLIDING BUSINESS OFFERING A COMPLETE RANGE OF SERVICES
. LEARNER SCHOOL· REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES· A COMPLETE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES·
TRADE·IN GOOI:) USED GLIDERS ON NEW, ALL BRANDS.

WANTED: Good used Gliders:
especially VK's, Redtails, 5% Maxis, Mega II's, Bandits, Wege A & Ill's, Orions.
As TRADE IN on New MOYES Mega II, Mega III and Big Mega II (held in stock) or SKYTREK Bandit, Wedge III or the
new Swi ft.
I've even been known to trade Gliders for New parachutes and Instrument Packs.
on reputable report.
TRY ME!

Also to trade Gliders sight unseen

New Haversack type Flying Kit Bag to leave hands free when carrying glider, Zip Top.
Streamlined Flight Deck fits H'Bird, Colver, Ball.
Full Range Harnesses, Varios, Altimeters, Helmets.
GLIDER BAGS - Strong Shower Proof Cordura H.D. Full Zip VELCRO GLIDER TIES
CARABINERS

-

-

$50.00

$1.70

$6.00 Plain -

HANG LOOPS - 12", 15", 18" -

$7.00 Lock
$4.00,

22"

-

~5.00

T SHIRTS - 5 colour prints, 2 Designs, Suncoast Hang Gliders, Hang Gliding - a Natural High,
BACK-UP PARACHUTES - Lightweight Jhin Pack

-

$320.00
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NOBBY NOTES

Queensland News

The flying at the Nobby has diminished due to
incompatible weather conditions, but the spirit of
the main flyers has not been dampened -with a few
fly-ins at our westerly sites, e.g. Tamborine Mt.
and Bean's Mt.
The club is organising a few social
events for the enjoyment of the club flyers and
their families with the emphasis on the wife and
children.
The venues and times of the barbecues
and outings will be by phone to all our members.
When the summer flying season commences once
again the N.A.S.S.A. club intends to hold monthly
competitions which will be cross country, L.D. and
special tasks set for the Hang 1-2 pilots.
Prize
money and trophJes will be presented for the place
getters of all the set comps.

Minutes of the May Q.H.G.A. meeting is as follows:
Started 7.00 p.m., 27
1.

2.

~lay.

Problems of certain members either not receiving Skysai10rs or their rating cards were
discussed in length and immediate action has
been taken to rectify these problems.
Training Accreditation Programme was discussed
between the Q.H.G.A. executive and local training officers, Doc Hannah and Stan Roy. Q.H.G.
A. has received only 2 replies from Geoff
Wa1duch and Ray Podmore with relation to the
Seminar that is being organised for all regional directors and training officers.

3.

There is to be more stringent checks by
safety officers and responsible pilots with
reference to financial members and ratings.

4.

A meeting is to be held 10 June to discuss
last minute business and to prepare recommendations for the 1981 convention.

5.

The date of the comps. will be the weekend
following the N.A.S.S.A. club meeting which takes
place on the last Monday of each month.
We hope to see a vast improvement in our
pilots flying through holding monthly comps. that
will no doubt enhance the high standard of competition flying within the club.
Safe Soaring,
Secretary, Nobby Area Sky
Surfing Association.
Graham Puka 11 us

Meeting closed 10.30 p.m., 27th May, 1981.

2.

ILLUSTRATED

AS

Future Engagements of Q.H.G.A.
1.

T-SHIRTS

NATIONALS

29 June - There is to be a seminar at the
Royal Mail hotel at Goodna starting at 7.30
p.m.
This seminar is to cover cross country
flying and meteorology, presented by a senior
sailplane instructor of the R.A.A.F. gliding
club.
There is also a comprehensive film to
elaborate on the lecture, which I feel will be
relative to our style of cross country flying.
I hope to see a good attendance by all hang
glider pilots in the Brisbane and surrounding
areas.

COLORS:

RED,SKY BLUE, GOLD , GREEN,

WHITE .

PRICE : S1-00

ALSO

IN WINDCHEATERS : $16-00

COLORS : RED, SKY BLUE,
SEND
WITH

POSTED
POSTED

GOLD, GREY .

CHEQUE DR
MONEY
ORDER
SIZE & COLOR REQUIRED TO :-

SOUTHERN

SCHOOL
13 YANN ST.,

25 July - There is another charity orientated
F1y-A-Thon to be organised at Tamborine Mountain.
This Fly-A-Thon is heavily sponsored
by Peter Stuyvesant and many other prominent
businesses to aid the Seeing Eye Dogs for the
The many arrangements are now being
Blind.
taken care of including the land owners' and
safety officers for the arduous task of crowd
control.
We hope to see as many H3-H5 pilots
as possible to make this Fly-A-Thon a financial success.
The flying will commence at
10.00 a.m. and sponsorship forms will be made
available prior to the Fly-A-Thon.
For any
further information contact me on 2013453.
State Co-ordinator
Graham Puka 11 us

BELOW

OF HANG · GLIDING
PRESTON , VIC . 3072 .

- ONE-ON-ONE
;;Z

AlI57RALffW
NATIONAL CHAHPrONSHrp
HT $lJFFALO
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HANG GLIDING
ACCESSORIES

Sunshine Coast News
The monthly meetings of SCHGC are now held at
the Royal George Hotel, Currie Street, Nambour, on
the last Thursday of the month. ,All are welcome.
As we all know, the South-East Queensland
Titles, planned to be hosted at Nobby's over Easter
was a non-event.
Sue Carter of Em's Farm, Flaxton,
sav,ed the day by handing out drinks all round to
many a thirsty pilot.
Many thanks, Sue.
After the collapse of the Titles at Nobby's,
it has been decided by QHGA executives to hold the
Titles on the Sunshine Coast on the weekend of May
30th and 31st.
The competition will be held on a
moveable site basis, depending on conditions on the
At least two rounds will be held per day and
day.
tasks will also depend on conditions and sites on
the day.
There was some excitement on the 30th of April
at Pt. Cartwright, when Stan Roy made the maiden
flight in his prototype trike powered Big Mega.
This may be the answer on those windless days when
it is not ridge soarable.
.

The Back-up Chute
complete $320.00

Deluxe Prone Harness
$79.00
Stirrup $8.50

Altimeter
$78.00

Sue and Alf Carter of Em's Farm extend an
invitation to locals and visitors to the competition to use the gas bar-b-cue facilities at a B.Y.O.
bar-b-cue on Saturday night.
There is camping on
their farm and at nearby camping and caravan parks.

Hummingbird Vario

For any information and clearance to fly on
Sunshine Coast sites contact any of our members
below:
Stan Roy 459185
Geff Robinson 461332
Nichola Wallace 441227

D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
and canopy manufacturers

$171.00

Alf Carter of Em's
Farm
457265

Summer Harness
$81.00

Due to the recent weather conditions there
has been very little opportunity for flying on the
Sunshine Coast this month.
Several of our Hl
pilots have experienced their first flights from
inland sites and are finding out how different it
is from the beach conditions, particularly the
fast landings.

C&D H/G Helmet
$46.00

Earlier this month, John Fisher was at Sunshine, filming shots of Mike Ashton and other pilots.
He is putting a hang gliding movie together and
should be a good one from what I have heard.
We
are keeping an eye open for its first showing.

Kite Bag
$52.00
*If it's not listed ask us.

Alf Carter, who crashed the same weekend, is
recovering quickly in hospital from fractures to
his hip.
Stan Roy is off to the States this month to
try his luck in the gruelling and exhillarating
Owens Valley competitions in July and August... Good
luck.
Hope to hear some interesting comments
later.

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm:

We hope to have a bit more news to relate to you
all next month.
Till then '
Sunshine Pen
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BEST FLIGHT SPEEDS TO THE NEXT THERMAL
By Paul B. MacCready, Jr.
Reprinted from May 1976 Ground Skimmer
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Summary
In thermal soaring with a hang glider, it is
beneficial to fly toward the next thermal at a
speed which gives the flattest glide considering
the down-current you may be in. This lets you
have the greatest chance of reaching the next thermal - usually a tough task considering the performance limitations of hang gliders. The correct
speed can be conveniently shown automatically by a
speed scale, tailored to the performance curve for
the particular vehicle, affixed to a rate-of-climb
indicator.
This is a simplifi ed version of t he
best speed-to-fly technique used in sailplanes.
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The Concept of Optimizing Speeds
Over the last three decades cross-country
thermal soaring techniques have become welldeveloped for sailplane flying.
Instrumentation,
sailplanes, and flight techniques have all been
tailored to produce better cross-country speeds.
Hang gliding is entering a phase where cross-country
thermal flights of more than 100 miles are being
made.
It is intriguing to examine how the sailplane experience might be adapted to improve this
aspect of hang gliding.

vs,v)

- Fi g, 1) Pe'rformance Curve and i nfl uences of
downcurrent.
in thermaling), and a 2 ft/sec downcurrent between
thermals.
In Figure 2 if you fly at tge optimum
speed for cross-country soaring, 36 mph, you will
achieve an average of 14 mph.
If you fly at the
speed giving the best glide angle, 23 mph, your
average speed will be less but only slightly less,
13 mph.
However, at the lowe r flight speed you
travel 5, 678 feet forward while de scending 1,000
feet, as opposed to only 4, 240 f eet at the higher
The large extra distance is a better
speed.
choice for a hang glider than the slight extra
average speed - and the slower flight speed will be
more comfortable and, in extreme cases, even safer.

The cross-country flight technique involves the
glider ascending in a thermal by circling, t hen
gliding at a fairly high speed toward the next
thermal, climbing up in that thermal, and repeating
the process until the destination is reached .
Circling in thermals is done at a slow speed where
the vehicle sinking speed is near the minimum whether the vehicle is a sailplane or hang glider.

Calculating the Speed Ring
From the performance curve on Figure 1 prepare
a table giving Wvs. v.
v is velocity.
W is a
total descent speed, the sum of the normal sinking
speed wand downcurrent speed wd.
Pick any point
on the performance curve, and draw a horizontal line
through it and a tangent line through it.
W is the
distance between where these lines intersect the
vertical axis.
Repeat the process for other points.

In order to maximize its average speed over
many thermal sequences, the sailplane's speed to
the next thermal is selected by considering its
performance curve, the strength of the downcurrent
through which it is flying, and the expected strength
of the next thermal.
If the downcurrent is strong
the sailplane flies fast so as to get through it
quickly and hence reach the next thermal as high up
as possible.
If the next thermal will be strong
the sailplane flies faster; even though the sailplane then encounters the thermal lower down, the
rise rate in the thermal more than compensates.
Wind is not considered here; one is maximizing the
average speed through the moving air mass without
regard to the mean movement of the air mass (this
still achieves maximum average ground speed).

The Wvs. v relation is unique for each per- formance cu rve.
I n genera lone prepa res a Wvs. v
table.
However, for the case shown here, the Wvs.
v relationship turns out to be almost linear and
can be approximated by the following equation (with
v in mph and W in ft/sec).
v = 19 + 0.73W
For both v and W in knots, the formula becomes

To explore for a hang glider the tradeoff
between the goal of maximum average speed and the
goal of improving your chances of reaching the next
thermal, consider the following example.

v = 16.5 + 1.07W, or, equivalently
W = 0.93v - 15.4
You should use a ~I vs. v table or formula
having units which are consistent with the units on
whatever rate-of-climb and air-speed indicator you
will be using.

Take a hang glider with the performance curve
as given in Figure 1. This is the representat i ve
"Superkite" curve of the article, "Hang Glider Performance - Comparisons, Fundamentals, and Potentials" in the March 1976 issue of Ground Skimmer .
"Superkite" is the category covering the high
aspect ratio Rogallos, with battened or truncated
or extended tips, and with wire-braced leading
edges.
Take the meteorological condition of a 12
ft/sec upcurrent (netting a climb rate of 8 ft/sec
24

The final step is putting the Wvs. v relationship on a paper scale outside the rate-of-climb
indicator, as shown in Figure 3.
This is the
Speed Ring . The performance curve involved in Figure 1 is an assumed one for a particular category
Hopefully, someone will soon do
of hang glider.
quantitative performance tests with hang gliders so
- that you can start with a more realistic curve
designing a Speed Ring.

Figure 3 shows the Speed Ring mounted on a sailplane-type of rate-of-climb indicator such as some
hang glider pilots have been using.
Because hang
gliders at high speeds sink rather fast compared to
sailplanes the rate-of-climb instrument must cover
a wide range.
The glider is in a downcurrent of
2.4 knots, is flying at 24 knots, is sinking through
the air at 4.1 knots, for a net descent rate of
6.5 knots. The needle points at 24 knots, and so
the glider is being flown at the correct speed. If
the glider were flying at 35 knots in this downcurrent the needle would point at 10.5 knots sink
and 27.5 knots speed, so you would be flying too
fast.
As you slow down, only at 24 knots would the
indicated speed equal the actual speed . Thus
achieving the correct speed is an iterative process,
but ,in the practical case only a one step iteration
is required to get acceptable accuracy.

Ising the Speed Ring
It turns out that deciding just what spe'ed to
Jse, considering all these factors simultaneously,
is actually simple, with an indicator which continJously shows you the answer.
An airspeed scale
(commonly cal led a Speed Ring) is set around the
rate-of-climb instrument face.
The Speed Ring
scale is tailored to the performance curve of the
particular vehicle and the rate of climb indicator
scale, and it is adjusted in position around the
rate of climb indicator depending on the expected
next thermal strength.
If the speed toward which
the rate of climb needle points is your flying
speed, you are in the optimum condition . Thus you
adjust your flight speed accordingly, altering speed
as you get into varying downcurrent conditions . It
turns out that the optimum speed is that which gives
you the best glide ratib when the local downcurrent
and the expected upcurrent are both added to your
normal sinking speed.
The concept is described
more fully in the arti cl e "Optimum Ai rspeed Sel ector" in the March-April, 1954, issue of Soaring.
If the Speed Ring is adjusted for the case in
which the next expected thermal has zero climb rate,
the speed it indicates becomes that giving the
flattest glide angle (hence reaching the next
thermal as high up as possible, or gliding as far
as possible through the air from a given height).
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Fig. 3)
Rate-of-climb indicator
with Speed Ring(rate-of
-c 1imb and velocity in
knots) .
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To convert this Speed Ring to the sailplane
type which optimizes cross-country speed, you merely
make it rotatable and, if the next thermal is ex,pected to give you a climb of 4 knots, rotate the
ring clockwise by 4 knot divisions on the rate-ofclimb scale.
A very sophisticated technology has built up '
around rate-of-climb indicators and speed-to-fly
computation for sailplanes - acceleration correction (total energy variometer), automatic sinking
speed correction (netto variometer, permitting a
speed-to-fly ring without iteration), electronic
computation, and various display methods.
For hang
gliders, the complexity of sophistication is inappropriate, since it takes the pilot away from the
joyous simplicity of the sport.
But for efficient
thermal soaring a rate-of-climb indicator (visual
or audio type) is necessary.
The visual type at
least makes the Speed Ring feasible.
Airspeed is
sometimes measured, but more often sensed by "feel".
Even with a Speed Ring, the actual airspeed can be
guessed at if the pilot has built up some experience;
a 5 knot error will not make much difference in the
glide angle.

Fig. 2) Comparison of airspeed between thermals
and average groundspeed.
Applying the Concept ' to a Hang Glider
For any glider there is always a tradeoff to
consider in setting the Speed Ring.
If your main
worry is being able to stay up at all, you set the
Speed Ring to the position where the expected next
thermal has zero strength, and you maximize the
horizontal distance through the air which you can
cover.
If your main concern is average speed, and
you are not worried about being able to find and
reach the next thermal, you set the Speed Ring for
the expected strength of the next thermal.
The hang gl i der cannot achi eve very_ hi gh i nterthermal speeds and flat gliding angles. This
performance limitation puts the premium on just
reaching the next thermal and ignoring considerations about optimum average speeds ;' Thus for a hang
glider you can always leave the Speed Ring set for
zero expected thermal strength.
The ring need not
be rotatable.
It turns out that the penalty you '
pay in decreased average speed is very small, in the
hang glider case.
For a high performance sailplane,
you set the Speed Ring to the expected next thermal
strength and thus achieve high average speeds.
If
you get into conditions where you are worried about ·
finding or reaching the ,next thermal, you will still
readjust the Speed Ring positive to suit weak or
zero thermal expectations .
25

The spacing of thermals is such that commonly
over flat ground the thermal nearest the one you
are leaving is about four times as far away as the
height of the thermals.
Considering the glide
ratio of the hang glider, the existence of downcurrents betwee,n thermals, and the fact that the
very tops and bottoms of thermals are not really
usable, this spacing iS ' just too far for a hang
glider to bridge . This means that cross-country
soaring requires probing the conditions where
thermals are closer - and can be located by the
pilot.
Thermals are often closer where topographic
features tend to help create and localize them, such
as around slopes.
Thermals tend to line up in
cloudstreets along the wind in certain wind shear
conditions in flat terrain.
This realm of soaring,
well-developed over the eons by soaring birds over
land and ocean, is a challenge for the development
of new soaring techniques.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
Dear Editor,
My interest in flying goes back many years to
when my late father, may he rest in peace, took me
on a joy flight on an old Douglas D.C.3 owned by
W.A.L. from ~laryborough to Bundaberg, Gladstone,
Thangool, Monto, Gaynah and back.
For those who remember (Q.A.L.) Queensland
Airlines Ltd. was later bought out by the merger
between Ansett and A.N.A. (Australian National
Airways) .

CLOUDBASE
Hang Gliding Centre
& Flight School.

Later after finishing school and my trade I
moved from Brisb?ne to Bundaberg where I started
to learn to fly light aircraft at the birth place
of one of our aviation fathers Bert Hinkler at
Hinkler Airport Bundaberg which I never completed
due to an accident that rendered me blind in one
eye.

499 Crown Street,
Surry "Hills, NSW, 2010.

Editor,
I.fee~

my flY1ng 1n
the results,
Skysailor it
Australia at

~1y interest turned to Hang Gl i di ng and I have
never looked back since even though I wish I could
fly some of those supersonic aircraft of our
Defence Force.
Maybe my son will be able to fill
my dream in the not so distant future as he is
showing a great interest in aircraft which is
amazing for an 18 month old child.

I must ~l~rify.the situation as regards
compet1t10ns 1n South Africa.
From
etc., reported in the May issue of
could be taken that I was representing
those meets, which was not the case.

I was competing as an in~ited indi~idual professional pilot for my own personal and business
gains -and not (as it may be interpreted) as a
national sporting representative.
'

Anyway, to get to the point of my letter, as I
am a merchant seaman, I don't get to Club meetings
or to fly very often -as for more than half the
year I am travelling the world, but I always get a
warm welcome when I get back home.

Obviously, I do not wish to deny my Australian
nationality, but there is a fine line difference
between being Australian and competing as an independent and being an Australian team representative
- and d~e to Aus~ralian Government policy and my own
conSC1ence I w1sh to make that difference obvious.

In the many years I have been involved in different clubs I have never seen such comradeship as
I have seen in the Hang Gliding Movement especially
in Nobby Area Sky Surfing Association (N.A.S.S.A.).
Even though I have only managed to get my Hang I
in the 2 to 3 years I have been involved in the
N.A.S.S.A. club I have enjoyed every minute and can
always depend on someone to fill me in on what has
been happening while I have been away at sea.

.
(Oh, by the way, I couldn't clear the power
11nes and was forced to land in a corn patch.)
Yours,
Ian Jarman.

A lot of credit must go to Dave Oxley, Graham
Pukallus, and Doc Hannah and many many others who
have made N.A.S.S.A. a club of distinction and
comradeship.

Dear Editor,
I'd like to see a "best of Skysailor" published.
Comprising a pick of the best technical, factual and
fictitious articles over the history of Skysailor.
You could probably even sell it to members to recoup costs.

My personal thanks to these people and to Doc
Hannah of whom I consider to be a great sportsman,
as he gives up a lot of his own flying time to
teach new member~ the ropes of flying with a joke
here and there to keep the learner's confidence up.
There is always new faces who are all Doc's
students every time I come home and go out to the
learner's site and if there is an award for passing
on knowledge and friendship, Doc Hannah deserves

Also what format should pictures be presented
to Skysailor for publication, e.g. 35 mm or 210,
negative, print, slide.

it.

I also wish to voice my agreement with Mr.
Julian's comment on organising competitions for
all ratings.
Being a Hang 2 pilot I have only
seen one competition organised for this rating, at
Newcastle, in five years.
Yours sincerely,
R.K.W.
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All fair winds,
And safe soaring comrades.
K.W. Dietz

rEd,

about 15 months.
They have their own personal aircraft, both confidently soar prone and throwing
360's all ove~ the lift.band.
I'm sti,ll trying to
They are leaving me
get prone flYlng co-ordlnated.
for dead.
Nice going girls.
I could always take
u~ baby sitting, retire to the cheer squad on the
hlll - or maybe recruitment officer. Must see
what sort of retainer fee the club would offer
T~ere is another lass/lad duo newly emerged fr~m
Llndsay's school, who's names I admit have disappeaThese two I
red in the fluff of my memory banks.
predict will be part of the future scene tho the
girl will need an extra small glider or a generous
She tends to float rather like a
lead belt.
thistle seed.
There could be other partnerships
as y~t unreported. Wonder whom Rod has in his
group? Or Barry Drake's area at the narrows?
The grapevine report is that these three schools
are kept busy and achieving pleasing results.
Anyway there must be other 'teams' elsewhere. We
would be interested to know of them too.
We could
even stir other 'encouragers' to join the active
ranks.
Perhaps some more of you fellows could
marry some already airborne lasses.
Like I see
Marsha and Steve Conley have.
Congratulations you
two.
This option would sure eliminate the indoctrination and training time loss.

Just to set the record straight I wish to
inquish all claim to being top of the Oldies.
1m way behind.
In W.A. George at 67 is still,
believe, the eldest but we have it on good
thority there is a lad older than that over
~st'.
There are also a couple of lads, one I
ow is older than I, who have been involved with
r sport since the very earliest days and who still
y for the sheer joy of doing so.
Really it is
ntal age and body health more than mere years
ich really matter.
By the time you reach our
la turity' shall we say unless you are already fly,g the chances get slimmer but not necessarily cut
It.
In those early 1~70s days of towing (in
!orge's case behind a car over pretty rough
Iddocks) clothes and shoes and that marvellous
!If patchi~g commodity called Human Hide took quite
thrashing.
People used to declare "you gotta be
ld in the head".
It wasn't essential but you had
) be decidedly determined to pick up the pieces
nd have another go.
Hang gliding didn't have a
uper abundance of enthusiasts till the advent of
elf launching (in our case January 1974) when it
as found you could glide down a hill. Agility
as a great advantage as take offs entailed running
At t'lyalup the
ike mad and jumping into the air.
'1i ght cons i sted of a 20 to 30 second di ve to the
leach with hopefully a controlled landing. Marvelllus .fun.
Bigger sails and wider nose angles tended
;0 lmprove the return for effort ratio and the
!nthusiastic converts began arriving at Myalup and
;everal other, mostly sand hill, sites in increasing
lumbers.
Here I must make mention of the extensive
~elp and encouragement we had from Rod Ashton.
~ithout it we probably would have made the grade
eventually but it would have taken very much longer.
~1any thanks Rod.

.Finally there is a letter in production Bernie.
It wlll probably arrive by special P.O. truck.
By the size so far may even require special train.
Regards,
Mary.

In those days I was Chief assistant, mechanics
spanner holder, launcher and general back up team.
It didn't seem out of the ordinary, I had always
acted in the same capacity for other hobbies George
followed and several other aspiring fliers had
handy ladies as part of the back up group. l~e were
all part of Hang Gliding.
The combination still
works well.
We are a team at building, carting and
launch~ng for each other and anyone else who requires
a helpln~ hand or fo~r . . Hh~n I finally got Roped In
to the alrborne sectlon lt dldn't surprise our relations and friends much.
The consensus of opinion
was 'What took you so long?'
I guess it was the
Poor Return for Effort ratio and a liberal supply of
Mature Age Caution. We had just produced our
'Batwing like' Kite which radically improved the
R.F.E. prospects and I somewhat reluctantly yielded
Now I'm as hooked as the rest of you.
to pressure.
~eaner on ability, not really the intrepid pioneer~ng type and v~r~ conscious of keeping the upholstery
lntact but deflnltely wrapped in Self 'Soaring.
Thanks for the vote of confidence Bernie.
I
often remind George how lucky he is and he usually
agrees - to keep me on the team maybe? Sceptics
might say I'm biased - or even 'Poor Old George', '
Then again I'm lucky too.
George has always
chosen hobby pursuits in which I already have or
can develop an active interest.
However our team is not even unique in H.A.
We have Sandy and Fran, . admired and popular partners
to Geof and Peter. Both girls have been flying
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BIRDMAN GLIDER AIMS AT $10,000 PRIZE
The winner of Melbourne's 1981 Moomba Birdman
Rally, entered by three engineers, achieved the
longest flight distance yet recorded .
A prize of $10,000 for the first flying machine
to achieve a distance of 50 m now seems within their
sights.
The glider was built and entered by consultants
Smyth, John Colquhoun and Philip ~larsha11 , all
from Kuttner, Collins and Partners (Vic.) Pty. Ltd.
It achieved a flight distance of close to 40 m but
was officially measured at 35.5 m as one wingtip
was claimed to have touched the surface of the
water before the glider stalled and landed in the
Yarra.
~1ax

Smyth sa i d: "The weather on the day of the
competition was not specially favorable, with a
gusty crosswind which may have had a slight heaawind component.
Nevertheles s the glider flew perfectly straight, landed gently on the water and was
retrieved virtually undamaged."
The Moomba Birdman Rally i s a competition in
which aircraft attempt to fly a 50 m course after
being launched from a platform 6.1 m above the level
of the Yarra.
Car toon by Bill Temby, S.A.

Competition rules limit the wingspan to 8 m and
the craft may have either flapping or fixed wings.
It must be of a heavier-than-air type and powered,
if at all, only by the sole physical efforts of the
contestant.

On the other hand, if the aircraft is assisted
by a tailwind this will reduce the actual glide
angle and so assist in achieving the 50 m distance.
But at the same time it will make it much
more difficult to have the glider airborne on
launching due to the reduced relative speed of the
aircraft through the air.

The competition is now six years old and is a
spectacular part of the Moomba Carnival.
In 1979 Smyth , Col quhoun and
interested in the competition.

~1a rsha 11

became

Preliminary design studies were undertaken on
the basis of a pilot weight of 64 kg and an assumed
aircraft weight of 32 kg, giving an all-up weight of
96 kg.
A preliminary examination of aerofoi1
sections led to the assumption that a lift coefficient of 1.2 could be achieved for the purposes of
takeoff.
Initial calculations showed that using
a biplane configuration with an 8 m wingspan and a
chord of 1.6 m would give a total wing area of
24.1m2 and a flying speed of 7.3m/sec or just over
26km/h.

"We decided to investigate whether it was theoretically possible for a glider to cover the 50 m
starting at a height of 6.1 m above the level of the
river," Smyth said.
"It was apparent from initial observations that
most of the aircraft were not in stable flight as
they left the launching platform.
This stability
is obviously difficult to achieve as the platform
is limited in depth to about 7.3 m and the speed of
departure is limited by the speed at which the
pilot can run with the aircraft before leaving the
platform. "

Preliminary tests showed it was possible for
the proposed pilot, Masha11, to reach 26 km/h when
carrying a weight comparable to the estimated
weight of the glider.

"Assuming an aircraft could be designed to be
flying on leaving the platform, it would then need
a glide angle of less than one-in-eight to cover the
50 m."

The first prototype was built after design
studies supported the view that a biplane configuration would rpobab1y offer the best chance of
success.

At the low speeds involved, he said, it is
apparent the performance will be greatly affected by
weather.

After the general configuration of the glider
had been determined, structural analysis of the
framework and wingspars was undertaken.
A number
of possible sparring arrangements within the wings
were considered and it was decided to adopt the
simplest possible arrangement of having one spar
through each wing located at the centre of pressure
of the wing.

If the glider is confronted with a headwi nd it
can take off at a lower speed.
But this will mean
its actual glide angle will be increased by the headwind component and so it will not be able to achieve
the 50 m distance even though its glide angle in
still air is one-in-eight .
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Additional support for the wing structure would
provided by a stiffened leading edge and al so a
ffened trailing edge.
The centreframe and wingrs and interplane struts were made from extruded
minium tubing which is light, readily available
can be welded.

Marshall was overseas and again unavailable
:or the 1981 ~ompetition, so a hang-glider enthuslast, Peter Llssenburg, stood in for him.
More than 30 flight trials had indicated the
craft was stable in flight and readily controllable
in pitch.

A prototype wing section was built to aid
ection of the method of rib construction and
:ing of the main spar.
~et

"During the flight trials the glide angle was
very close to the one-in-eight
initial design calculations", Smyth
sald.
calc~lated to be
pr~dlcted by the

It resulted in the use of a .001-inch Mylar
as the most suitable wing cove r ing .

The prototype phase also indicated it would be
cessary to construct a jig so the wings could be
ilt quickly and to a high degree of accuracy.

"This meant that the success or otherwise of the
flight would be largely dependent on the weather
contlitions on the day."

The four wings, two lower and two upper, were
ilt and matched together.
Components of the
uminium centreframe were welded together and
'ter the wings had been set up in supports the
nal connecting members of the centreframe were
Ixed and welded in position.

And, as it turned out , conditions were not
ideal . The flight was successful in that it won
and ~et a record for the distance covered, but the
eluslve 50 m mark has still to be conquered.
- John Kennedy
Reprinted from Engineers Australia, April 17-30,
1981, page 17.

The glider consists of five major components
)ur wings and a centreframe - which can be quickly
5sembled in the field .
Each component is readily
ransportable.
Stainless-steel wires were used to provide the
ain flying wire between the centreframe and the
pper wing and also for the standing wire from the
,op of the centreframe to the lower wing.
The
'inal all-up weight of the glider was about 25 . 5kg.
The first flight trial, in 1979, achieved a
distance of 30 m but one wing failed due to continued weakening of the trailing edge and to a
lesser extent weakening of the leading edge.
All
flight trials were recorded on film and it was
possible to examine in detail the mechanism of the
failure.
The aircraft was only just above the ground
when failure occurred and the pilot was unhurt, but
it meant the glider was unavailable for the 1979
Rally.
In 1980 a second glider was built with a considerably stronger trailing edge using an H-shaped
aluminium extruded section with sturdy gussets between the trailing edge and each rib and additional
gussets at the end ribs of each wing.
In addition
the wings were strengthened using aluminium struts
and tension members to resist drag forces during
flight.
No further structural problems- were experienced.

THE EAGLE AND THE HAWK
I am the eagle, I live in high country
Rocky cathedrals that reach to the sky.
I am the hawk and
And time is still
And all those who
And all those who
Carry the freedom

After modification the glider had an all-up
weight of 28 kg.
With the pilot the all-up weight
was about 82.5 kg, which was 13.5 kg lighter than
had been designed for.
This meant the glider
could fly at speeds slightly slower than those used
in the design calculation.

there's love on my feathers
turning, they soon will be dry.
see me
believe in me,
I feel when I fly.

Come dance with the west wind
And touch all the mountain tops
Sail all the canyons and up to the stars,
Reach for the heavens and hope for the future
And all that we can be and not what we are.

However, on the eve of the 1980 competition
Marshall contracted glandular fever, so the entry
was withdrawn and stored until this year.

By John Denver.
Thanks to Raymond Piper.
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VICTORIA
TAHCaA'S

EF6 12 metre high performance rigid
wing. Owner going to U.S.A.
Professionally built by Rod
Steel of "Southern Hang gliding"
Hardly used.
Complete with
ki.te bag, Rudder bag and ri b
bag.
White )ightweight sail. Double
surface rudders (red, orange,
yellow). All components and
frame anodised silver.
Contact: D. Harding A.H.6996128
B.H. 620471

,,

II,

N.S.W.
SKYDART II
Excellent condition, red and
yellow stripes.
Kite bag
included.
Hang I minimum rating
Phone 047-361436
Tom Sheumack

$500 ono

STAINLESS STEEL tow A-frame and
-Floats
Ring Glenn 02-9180038 a.h.

$180

PHANTOM
3 months old, two tone blue
with red, orange, yellow fin
Ring Paul on 042-942545, Hang II

$325

EF5 10 metre Sail - Dark blue,
Light blue and white
Rudders - Dark blue, light
blue, white (double surface)
Contact: D. Harding A.H.6996128
B.H. 620471

MARKET Pl.ACE

$1,150

MOYES MINI STINGER
$250
1976 Model, 200 sq.ft.
green/orange sail,
hanging and belt harnesses.
new helmet, ideal for beginner.
No Minimum Rating Reguired
Paul Beckmann (02) 9221088 (BH)
(046) 251639 (w'ends)

SKYSAILOR

$900 ono

BACK ISSUES

S.A.
180
Double blue and white
New condition. Delivery
arranged. Hang II Minimum
reqd. rati ng
Contact Steve B1enkinsop
Gladstone High School 622171 (086)

PHANTO~1

$1 ,000

The following back issues of SKYSAILOR are
available from TAHGA at the amazing price
of

~ rti\

rJ.

per issue,

~~ ~ including postage
Note that not all issues from 1980 are in
stock. Send your order and money to
TAHGA,
Box 4 Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, 2006.

W.A.
P.A. Backup 'chute, red never deployed,
v.g. condition $100 o.n.o. P.A.
harness, red with zip for chute. as
new $50. P.A. jump suit, blue with
padded shoulders, new $50 o.n.o.
Phone Rod (09) 386 5023
THE LOT $175

Real oldies
Sep '75
Apr '76
Aug '76

Queensland
MAXI III

Immaculate 5.4 oz sail (Gold. Green
Orange), quick setup, wide A frame
Min. Rat. I, S. Roy (071) 459 185 $600
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1980
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Jun
Ju1
Aug
Sep
Oct
Dec

1981
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May

0

MEGA

MEGA

THE MEGA I I IS CERTIFIED· UNDER THE UNITED STATES HANG GLIDING MANUFACTURERS STANDARDS

MEGA II DOING _150° TEST AT 56 KM
CERTIFICATION ALLOWS US TO BRING TO YOU THE LIGHTEST POSSIBLE GLIDER THAT IS STRONG
IN THE RIGHT PLACES.
PITCH STABILITY TESTS HAVE BOUGHT ABOUT POSITIVE PITCH STABILITY AT ZERO ANGLE OF
ATTACK ON THE MEGA II AND III AND THE INTRODUCTION OF TRAILING EDGE STRINGS HAVE
MADE GLIDERS SAFER WORLDWIDE.
THE NEW AIRFOIL SHAPE HAS NOW BEEN TESTED AND PROVEN TO BE SAFE AND THE SAILMAKER
HAS PERFECTED NEW TECHNIQUES FOR INCREASING PERFORMANCE AND LIGHTER, SOFTER ROLL
SIMULTANEOUSLY.
MOYES GLIDERS MAKE ADVANCEMENTS THROUGH BILL MOYES' INVENTIVE GENIUS AND THEN
TESTING THE SYSTEM METHODICALLY AND THOROUGHLY. THE GLIDER IS THEN TEST FLOWN BY
ST~VE

MOYES AND THE HANDLING PERFECTED, CAN YOU THINK OF A MORE QUALIFIED COMBINATION ?

THE GLIDER IS THEN MANUFACTURERED IN ENGLAND, SPAIN, GERMANY, ITALY, U.S.A.,WHICH
MAKES MOYES DELTA GLIDERS THE STRONGEST COMPANY WORLDWIDE.
THE NEW MEGA II IS THE PERFECT GLIDER FOR PILOTS WHO ARE NOT HANG III STANDARD
AND WANT A GLIDER THAT WILL CARRY THEM THROUGH TO ADVANCED FLYING.
THE NEW MEGA ' III IS A PROGRESSION THAT SHOULD BE EXPERIENCED. IT WILL DEFINITELY
MAKE YOUR FLYING MORE PLEASANT AND IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS IN OTHER PEOPLES EYES.
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Hang glider manufacturers & design specialists

FACTORY 15, No.4 ETHELL ROAD KIRRAWEE

PHONE 02-531-6365---24 hr. answering service.
THIS GLIDER IS NOT YET CERTIFIED BY USHGMA STANDARDS

